The Systems Biology and Personalised
Medicine Division at the Walter and
Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research
enlisted the help of DiUS to accelerate
the processing and analysis of
embarrassingly parallelizable
data and image sets.
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Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research
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Faster analysis to accelerate biomedical discoveries
The institute sought to reduce the time it took to analyse highresolution microscopy data. To solve this challenge, the Systems
Biology and Personalised Medicine Division (SBPM) enlisted the
help of DiUS to determine and validate a new approach for data
analysis, leveraging modern cloud-based capabilities. Together
with SBPM, DiUS quickly identified that there was a need for a
real-time exploration platform to provide on-demand and shortlived computing clusters that are customised for each laboratory.
Lachlan Whitehead, BioImage Analyst in SBPM at the Walter and
Eliza Hall Institute said, “I’d been thinking of parallel processing
our image analysis projects for some time, but simply had no idea
where to start. DiUS helped us explore cloud computing as an
extension of our capabilities and helped develop a simple to use
and flexible cloud based analysis pipeline.”

Adrian White, Senior Technical Manager, Scientific Computing
at Amazon Web Services said “With the AWS Cloud and DiUS’
solution, researchers can immediately access on-demand cloud
computing clusters at virtually any scale in minutes, directly
from their workstations. And AWS Cloud usage has reduced
typical image processing time from seven hours to less than
one, allowing researchers to prototype new ideas quickly and
accelerate the pace of innovation.”
By leveraging cloud-based capability, SBPM are now able
to offload large-scale processing tasks to HPC compute
resources; potentially reducing the peak demand on inhouse computational resources. This new capability
has also allowed the institute to reduce analysis
time of high-resolution microscopy data
and the processing time for massspectrometry data analysis.

Medical science in the cloud
DiUS partnered with SBPM technical analysts and AWS scientific
computing specialists to develop a solution. The team built
a platform that enables image scientists in the microscopy
laboratory to perform exploratory analysis locally on their
workstations and then seamlessly synchronise the local datasets
to AWS to perform analysis in the cloud. Upon completion, the
results are synchronised with the scientists workstations. In
addition to now being able to run parallelized image analysis
in the cloud, this approach reduced typical image processing
times from seven hours, to less than an hour. Similarly in the
proteomics laboratory, the platform was extended to enable
scientists to auto-scale R based analysis of mass-spectrometer
genomics data.
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